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1. l~~Ro~ucT10N 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A a complex algebra of continuous 
functions on X which is uniformly closed, separates points, and contains the 
constants (that is, a uniform algebra). Let C(X) denote the space of continuous 
complex-valued functions on X. The distance from a function 4 E C(X) 
to A is defined to be 
where [j * // (= 11 *ilx) is the supremum of absolute value over A’. In this paper, 
we consider the problems of existence and description of the functions 
rj E C(X) which satisfy 
Such a function, if not identically zero, is said to be badly approximable 
with respect to A and we write 4 E ha(A). 
Our aim in this paper is threefold. First, we investigate, for certain classical 
algebras. on sets in the complex plane, whether the set ha(A) determines 
the algebra A. In Section 3, this is proved to be the case for P(K), R(K) 
A(K), and C(K) in the sense that any two of these coincide if the corre- 
sponding sets of badly approximable functions coincide. (These algebras 
are defined in Section 3.) 
Second, we characterize algebras A for which ha(A) is empty. This is 
Theorem 4.7. The methods used to prove it yield, as a by-product, a charac- 
terization of Dirichlet algebras in terms of badly approximable functions. 
* This work was completed while the author was a doctoral candidate at the University 
of Illinois under the direction of L. A. Rubel. 
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Third. we extend the following theorems of Poreda [IO] and GamelIn 
it nl. [4] to a more general setting. 
Here and in the following theorem ind( $) may be defined as I :75~ times 
the change in argument of (b(z) as z travels once along X in the positi\fe 
direction. 
GGR AND S's THEOREM. Suppose that Y E G is compact ami c.o77ncrctrd, 
and C - Y has finitely many components. Suppo.rc X, the boundar~~ qf’ Y, 
cons&s of N + 1 disjoint closed Jot&n CWWS. (f 4 E C(X) is bndlJ% upproxi- 
mable with respect lo R( Yj ‘s then 4 hc~s nonzero constant t77od77iu.s at7d 
ind(+) < N. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIOM 
We will adopt the notation and definitions of Camelin’s book [3]. Let A 
be a uniform algebra on the compact Hausdorff space X. Let M.., denote the 
maximal ideal space of A and a, its S’hilov bour?dar)*. lt is always assumed that 
XC MA by identifying a point x E X with the homomorphism of evaluation 
at x. Denote by A-l the invertible elements of A. TffE A, let {E C(M,) be 
defined by 
f(P) = P(f), P E M, . 
Let Re(A) denote the set of real parts of functions in A. Let Re(C(X)) 
be written C,(X). Then A is said to be Dirichlet on X if Re(A) is uniformly 
dense in C,(X). 
We will use the word “measure” to mean a complex regular Bore1 measure. 
Denote by A’- the set of measures p on X that satisfy J-fdp = 0 for every 
f E A. Let p E MA . A probability measure m is called a representing measure 
for p if Jf dm = P(f) f or all f~ A. Let M, denote the set of representing 
measures for /I. For any measure p on X, let supp(p) be its support, let / p / 
be the total variation measure, and let j/ p j/ = 1 p j (X). 
We recall the Arens-Royden theorem [3, p. 891: I’ q5 E C(M,.,) does not 
vanish on MA , then there exists g E A-l such that $/j has a continuous loga- 
rithm on MA . 
If 4 E C(X) let E(4) be the set of x E X such that 1 +(x)1 = 1~ 4 //. 
For a convex set Q in some vector space, let Qe be the set of extreme points 
of Q. If B is a Banach space, let ball(B) denote its closed unit ball. 
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The following two theorems are simply rephrasings of well-known results 
in approximation theory (see [ 12, pp. 29 and 691). 
2.1. THEOREM. If 4 E C(X), then 4 E ha(A) if and only 17 there exists 
a nonzero measure p E Al such that supp@) E E($) and &L > 0. The measure 
p ma-v be chosen from ball(Al)‘. 
2.2. THEOREM. If 4 E C(X), then 4 $ ha(A) if and only if there exists 
f E A such that 
Reft-4 (b(x) > 0, for all x E E(4). 
If F is a closed subset of X, let A IF denote the set of restrictions to F 
of the functions in A, and let AF be its closure in C(F). By either of these 
two theorems, + E ha(A) if and only if (b IF E ba(A,) for some closed set 
F C E($). For F may be taken to be the support of the measure p 
of Theorem 2. I, or all of E(4). 
3. ALGEBRAS ON PLANE SETS 
Let 0: be the complex plane and K a compact subset of @. Let bK and 
int K denote, respectively, the boundary and interior of K. Let E denote 
the union of K and the bounded components of c - K. 
We shall be interested in the following three algebras in this section. 
The algebra P(K) consists of the functions in C(K) which can be approxi- 
mated uniformly on K by polynomials in z. 
The ,algebra R(K) consists of the functions in C(K) which can be approxi- 
mated uniformly on K by rational functions with poles off K. 
The algebra A(K) consists of the functions in C(K) which are analytic on 
int K. 
Recall that the maximal ideal space of P(K) is R. The maximal ideal space 
of either R(K) or A(K) is K. In addition, aPcK) = bR, and ZRcIi) = a,(,) = bK. 
Mergelyan’s theorem (see [3, Theorem 9.1, p. 481) implies that P(K) = 
A(K) if and only if K = I?, and Runge’s theorem implies that P(K) = R(K) 
if and only if K = Z?. A consequence of a theorem of Glicksberg [5, p. 1171 
is that R(K) = A(K) if and only if Re(R(K)) = Re(A(K)). 
3.1. THEOREM. Let A stand for any one of P(K), R(K), A(K), or C(K), 
and let B standfor one of the others. Then A = B ifand only [f ha(A) = ha(B). 
3.2. LEMMA. Let A be a uniform algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X. 
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Suppose there exist p E M, , a representing measure m E M, , and a .fimctiorr 
f E A such that 
p( 1’) == 0 but 0 $ f(supp(m)). 
Then any function $ E C(X) of norm one that agrees with J/If1 011 supp(m) 
belongs to ha(A). In particular ha(A) + 2:. 
Proof: For such a function h the measure fm belongs to A- and satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
3.3. LEMMA. Suppose A is a uniform algebra on X such that M,, == X. 
Let 4 E C(X) have unit modulus everywhere. By the Arens-Royden Theorem 
we can write + E ei”‘f/l f 1 f or some u E C,(X) und f E A-l. Then 4 E ha(A) 
if and only if 
d(u, Re(A)) 3 n/2. (3. I) 
In particular, if A is not Dirichlet on X, then ha(A) # a. 
Proof. We remark that 9 E ha(A) if and only if eizc E ha(A). This follows 
from Theorem 2.1 and the observation that p E Al if and only iffi E A-‘. 
Suppose eizc is not badly approximable. By Theorem 2.2 there exists a 
function g E A such that Re gep iU > 0. In particular, g has a continuous 
logarithm. This implies g = eh for some h E A (see, for example, [3, p. 88, 
Corollary 6.21). Because Re exp(h - in) > 0, there exists an integer-valued, 
continuous function b such that 
I m h - u - 2nb ! < ~12. 
By the Shilov Idempotent Theorem [3, p. 88, Corollary 6.51, b E A. Thus 
Im h - 2nb E Re(A) and so (3.1) fails to hold. 
On the other hand, if (3.1) fails, choose g E A with I/ lm g - II 1, i n/2. 
Then Re ege-i’c > 0 so eiu 4 ha(A) by Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Case (i). A == P(K), B = C(K). By Mergelyan’s 
theorem, if P(K) + C(K) then int I? is not empty. Let p E int I? and let m 
be a representing measure for /3 supported on a,., = bZ?. Let f(z) =: : - p. 
Then /3, m, and f satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2, so ba(P(K)) = r-c T- 
WC(K)). 
Case (ii) A = A(K), B = C(K). If A(K) + C(K), then int K : O. 
Then ha(A) + o follows from Lemma 3.2 exactly the way case (i) does. 
Case (iii). A = P(K), B == R(K). If P(K) # R(K), then K 7 I?. Choose 
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p E K - K. The argument of case (i) shows that $ E ba(P(K)) if rj is defined by 
Z-B ___ 4(z) = , z _ p, 3 z E K. 
We need only show 4 $ ba(R(K)). Let 
f(z) = (z - P>-l, z E K. 
Then fer R(K) and Ref$ > 0. By Theorem 2.2, 4 $ ba(R(K)). 
Case (iv). A = R(K), B = C(K). If int K = m and R(K) # C(K), 
then the theorem of Clicksberg mentioned prior to this theorem implies that 
Re(R(K)) is not dense in C,(K). If int K # O, this is automatic. Thus, in 
either case, R(K) is not Dirichlet on K. Lemma 3.3 then shows that 
ba(R(K)) f rif. 
Case (v). A = P(K), B = A(K). Tf P(K) # A(K), then K # K and so 
P(K) f R(K). Case (iii) has shown that ba(R(K)) # ba(P(K)). Because 
ba(A(K)) C ba(R(K)), the present case is proved. 
Case (vi). A = R(K), B = A(K). If R(K) # A(K), there exists 
u E Re(A(K)) such that u 4 Re(R(K)). Taking a suitable multiple of U, we may 
assume d(u, Re(R(K))) > x/2. By Lemma 3.3, eiU E ba(R(K)) but 
eiu qi ba(A(K)). 
This takes care of all cases. Q.E.D. 
4. EXISTENCE OF BADLY APPROXIMABLE FUNCTIONS 
Because of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it is often enough to study functions with 
constant modulus. Let us denote by U(X) the set of functions in C(X) with 
modulus one everywhere. Denote by U,(X) the subset of U(X) of functions 
of the form eiU, u E C,(X). 
If A is Dirichlet on X and u E C,(X), then we can choose f~ A 
with II u - Tmfll < n/2. This implies 
Re efeLiu > 0, 
so that eiu q! b&4) by Theorem 2.2. The same argument yields the following. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. For any uniform algebra A, eiu E ha(A) implies 
d(u, Re(A)) >, 7r/2. 
COROLLARY. If u E Re(A), then eiu 4 ha(A). 
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In particular, if A is Dirichlet, then ha(A) n U,,(X) = :‘. 
DEFINITION. For my un~fom algebra A, &$nc Arg(A) to bc the srt 
{u E C,(X): 3f~ A n C(X) -I such that e’” = fl’: f ,:. 
Note that Re(A) C Arg(A). For if g E A and ~1 -:= Reg, then f = ei” 
belongs to A and ei“ = f/l f 1. We can improve Proposition 4.1 by using 
Arg(A) in place of Re(A). 
4.2. LEMMA. Let u c C,(X). Then ei’” E ha(A) if und on/~, if 
4~ Arg(A)) 2 $2. 
Proof. If d(u, Arg(A)) < 7r/2, choose f E A n C(X))l to satisfy 
filfl = ei’” and i/ u - w j, < ~712. But then RefeeilL > 0 and eiu $ ha(A). 
Conversely, suppose eiU $ ha(A). Then Re gepil‘ > 0 for some g t A. 
This implies ge+l‘ = eiL for some h E C(X) satisfying ~ Tm h II < ~12. Clearly 
u -1 Im h E Arg(A) so 
d(u, Arg(A)) :: I/ Im h ~ < nj2. Q.E.D. 
4.3. LEMMA. If w E Arg(A) and d(w, Re(A)) < 7riT, then w E Re(A). 
Proof. We may, without loss of generality, assume that I/ w ,~ < Z-. 
This is because Arg(A) L Re(A) C Arg(A). Choose f E A n C(X)-l such 
that f/if 1 = eiu’. This implies f(X) is disjoint from the nonpositive real 
axis and so log z can be approximated by polynomials uniformly on f(X) 
(taking, for example, the principal branch of the logarithm). Thus, if 
g = logf, then g E A. Since exp i(Im g - w) = 1, 
Tmg- w = 2s=rb, 
where b is a continuous, integer-valued function on X. We will show b E A. 
For any integer n, let 
F,! = (x E X: b(x) = nf. 
Because 11 w ;I < m, F, = {x E X: I Im g - 27712 1 < rr}. It will be enough to 
show that xn, the characteristic function of F, , is in A. Since g takes each 
F, into the strip 1 Tm z - 2nn ] < m, there is a sequence of polynomials 
Eq;hich converges uniformly to 1 on g(F,) and uniformly to 0 on g(F,) 
# n. But then q{;(g) converges uniformly to xn. Therefore xn E A. 
Since b E A, w = Im g - 2z-b belongs to Re(A). Q.E.D. 
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4.4. L,EMMA. Let Q C C,(X) be invariant under multiplication by positive 
scalars. Let S = iu E Q: eiu E ha(A)}. Then 
Q C Re(A) u u tS. 
t>o 
Proof. Let u E Q and suppose u $ Re(A). Let to be a positive scalar, 
chosen so that 
d(t,u, Re(A)) = 42. (4.1) 
Then eilou E ha(A). For otherwise, by Lemma 4.2, there exists w E Arg(A) 
such that 
11 t,u - w 11 < z-/2. (4.2) 
This and (4.1) imply d(w, Re(A)) < 7r. By Lemma 4.3, w E Re(A). Then 
(4.2) implies d(t,u, Re(A)) < 7r/2, contradicting (4.1). Consequently, t,u E S. 
Q.E.D. 
The main idea of the proof is the following. (This should be compared with 
Proposition 4.1.) 
4.5. PROPOSITION. If u E C,(X) and ifd(u, Re(A)) = 42, then eiu E ha(A). 
4.6. THEOREM. Let A and B be uniform algebras on X. Suppose that 
U,(X) n ha(A) C Ue(X) n lx@). 
Then Re(B) C Re(A). 
Prooj: Replace Q by Re(B) in Lemma 4.4. We need only show that the 
corresponding S is empty. But if there exists u E Re(B) such that eiu E ha(A), 
the hypothesis implies eiu E ha(B). However, 
d(u, Ad@) < d(u, Re(B)) = 0, 
contradicting Lemma 4.2. Q.E.D. 
The following is obtained by setting B = C(X) in Theorem 4.6. 
4.7. (COROLLARY. A uniform algebra A is Dirichlet on X if and only if 
U,(X) n ha(A) = 0. 
A remark about terminology: We will say that two functions 4, # E C(X) 
are “homotopic in @ - {O>” if there is a continuous function F: X x [0, I] --f 
640/22/z-5 
c -~ ii)’ such that, for all .\’ , 1 ) F.\-, 0) $!l(.\-l.k(.\-. i) ii:(.l,!. InparticLll;!l-. 
neither (f, nor + vanish any\\here on .‘i’. 
h(.Y) <?(.~),:I ,d.q, all .\- i: Y, 
j h(.r)l -r: I, all s 6 Y. 
Then E(h) = Y. By Theorem 2.2, h $ ha(B). By hypothesis, I? $ ba(A), and 
thus there existsfE A with ~I,f- I? I; cc. 1. The formulas, 
F(x, t) = d?(X) -t (I - l)f(x), .\: t K tE LO, 11, 
G(s, r) = th(x) + (I -- t) g(x), s E k.: t E [O, 11, 
define homotopies fromfl, to h IK and from g lK to h IK . It is easily verified 
that neither F nor G vanish on K x [0, I], so f :K and g lx are homotopic 
in C - 10’ I I. Q.E.D. 
4.9. THEOREM. For a uniform algebra A on X, ha(A) == CJ if and only if 
both of the following hold: 
(a) A is Dirichlet on X. 
(b) For every 4 E C(X) and compact KC X satisfying 0 q?+(K), there 
exists f E A such that f 1 K and 4 1 K are homotopic in @ - (0). 
Proof. Suppose ha(A) = 0. Then (a) follows from Corollary 4.7 and 
(b) follows from Lemma 4.8 upon setting B = C(X). 
On the other hand, suppose (a) and (b) hold and let 4 E C(X). Let K = IT($) 
and choose f E A to satisfy (b). Then f$ IK is homotopic in @ - (0) to a 
constant function. This implies that f$ lK = eh for some h E C(K). Because 
of (a), we can choose g E A satisfying 
Therefore 
/iTmgI,- Imh!I <r/2. 
Re e-gtz’f(x) 4(x) > 0, all x E K. 
Now e-gf E A, so Theorem 2.2 implies that 4 # ha(A). Because 4 was arbitrary, 
ha(A) = o. Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. It follows from Theorem 4.6 that Re(A) = Re(B) whenever 
ha(A) == ha(B). Thus case (vi) of Theorem 3.1 may be deduced from this 
observation (which involves no assumptions about MA or MS) without using 
Lemma 3.3. 
Theorem 4.9 is not vacuous, for Browder and Wermer [2] have constructed 
a uniform algebra on an arc X which is Dirichlet on X. The properties of 
an arc are such that (b) of Theorem 4.9 can be satisfied withf = 1, a constant 
function. 
We can obtain from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 the following interesting result. 
If A is a uniform algebra on X arld if for every eiu E U,(X) there exists 
f E A n C(X)-l satisfving f/l f / 1 eiu, then A = C(X). 
Indeed, the hypotheses say Arg(A) = C,(X). This implies ha(A) = o 
so that A is Dirichlet on X. This, with Lemma 4.3, implies in turn that 
Re(A) == Arg(A) = C,(X). An appeal to Corollary 1 of Hoffman and 
Wermer [8] yields A == C(X). 
This <appears to be a new characterization of C(X) and provides a comple- 
ment to, a theorem due to Gorin [7]-at least for metrizable X. 
5. R.ATIONAL FUNCTIONS ON FINITE CONNECTED SETS IN THE PLANE 
Throughout this section let Y denote a compact subset of Cc such that 
@ - Y has finitely many components. Let bY denote its boundary and int Y 
its interior. If U is a component of int Y, then the number of components of 
bU does not exceed the number of components of @ - Y. 
Let 11 denote the set of restrictions to bY of the functions in R(Y). Note 
that A,f,, -= Y. A combination of Theorem 3.13 and Lemma 3.6 of Glicksberg 
[6] yields the following. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let {Ui} be the set of components of int Y. For each i, let 
hi be harmonic measure OH bUi for some point in Vi . Let p E Al-. Then there 
is a unique decomposition 
5.2. LEMMA. Let #J E C(bY). Then $ E ha(A) if and only if there 
exists a component U of int Y such that j $ IhU I = 11 4 !I and such that 
4 /H,J E WW lDU). 
Proqf. Suppose 4 satisfies these conditions. Then for every r E R(V), 
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jl $ - I’ ijhLi 3 11 $11. Therefore, since the restrictions to bU of functions in 
A belong to R(U) jbU , !I 4 -f!l > 11 $11 for everyfc A. 
On the other hand suppose I# E ha(A). Choose nonzero p E A- such that 
p satisfies supp(p) C E(4) and $p > 0. Write p = C pi as above. Then 
we also have supp(&) C E(4) and $pi > 0. Consequently, we may assume 
that p E (R(U) lblr)l for some component U of int Y and that p < ,\, where X 
is harmonic measure on bU for some point /I E U. 
It remains to be shown that / 4 lbU j is constant. For this, it suffices to show 
that supp(p) = bU. If this is not the case, then we can find a disk D with 
D n bU + o and D n supp(p) = a. Consider the function, 
p(s) = 1’ (z - 8)--l dp (z) 
defined and analytic off supp(p). Because p E R(U)I, a vanishes off t’. But 
the disk D must meet both C - U and V. Since $ is analytic on U u D u 
(a= - U), it must vanish also on U. This implies (see, for example, [3, 
Theorem 8.1, p. 461) p E R(b Y)‘. But R(b Y) = C(b Y). (For, by Theorem 3.13 
of [6], the points of bY are trivial Gleason parts for R(Y) and so also for 
R(b Y). Thus b Y is the minimal boundary for R(b Y) and we can apply Bishop’s 
criterion [I, Theorem 41 to obtain R(bY) = C(bY).) This contradicts p f 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Let 4 E ha(A) and let U be a component of int Y satisfying the conditions 
of this lemma. Let X = bU and B = R(U) jbU so that B is a uniform algebra 
on X. We have then #I lx E ha(B) and 1 4 lx j = 11 4 /I. Thus we need only 
investigate unimodular functions in ha(B). 
For any g E C(X)-i there exists a unique integer m with the following 
property: For any 01 E U there exists a function r E B-l such that g is homo- 
topic in C - (0) to (z - CZ)~~ r. This may be shown by applying the Arens- 
Royden theorem to R(X). We call m the index of g and write m = ind( g). 
It is clear that ind( g) = ind(h) if g and h are homotopic in UZ - [O). More- 
over, elements of B n C(X)-’ have nonnegative index. 
This coincides with the definition used in the Introduction when X : bU 
consists of a finite union of disjoint simple Jordan curves. To see this, suppose 
g, h E C(X)-I, r E R(o)-l, and 01 E U satisfy 
g(z) = (z - a)” r(z) eAcZ), z E x. 
The change in argument of r(z) as z travels along X once in the positive 
direction is zero because r has no poles or zeros in U. The change in argument 
of eh(*) is zero. Thus, the change in argument of g(z) is equal to that of 
(2 - a)“, or 2nm. 
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Let T be a positive measure on A’. Define Hz = Hz(~) to be the closure 
of B in L2(r). For q!~ E L”(r) define the Toeplitz operator Td on HZ by 
T+f = P(+f,f), f E H2, 
where P is the orthogonal projection of L2 onto H2. Now 4 ---f T6 is a contrac- 
tive linear mapping from L” to L(H2), the bounded operators on H2. It is 
evident that BHz C H2 and the following formulas hold: 
(T,)* = T,; (5.1) 
for all f E B, T,, = TJ-, ; (5.2) 
for all f c B, T,f== TfT*. (5.3) 
The three lemmas that follow and their proofs are the analogs for the 
present context of Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 in [4]. Some changes have to be 
made because of the omission of the assumption of smoothness for bU. 
However, the main change is that Lemma 5.5 here is much weaker than 
Lemma 7.3 in [4]. It is not clear how much of Lemma 7.3 generalizes’to the 
present case. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let 01 E lJ and let r be a positive measure on A’. Suppose 
(z - e) H2(7) has codimension 1 in H2(7). Then T,T, - T,, is a compact 
operator whenever $, 16 E C(X). Furthermore, if (b E C(X) does not vanish on 
X, then T, is a Fredholm operetor and 
ind(+) = -index T, . 
Prooj’. Here 
index Tm = dim ,Y(Tm) - codim g(T,), 
where -,Y, 9 denote “nullspace” and “range,” respectively. Now 
T,T, -- T*$ = 0 when # E B by (5.2). If q!~(z) = l/(z - ~l)~ for some positive 
integer n, then T+,T, - T66 = 0 on (z - o~)~ H2 and so is at most n-dimensional. 
By Runge’s theorem, the linear combinations of functions in B and the 
functions I/@ - n)n, n > 0, are dense in R(X). But, as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.2, R(X) = C(X). Thus T,T, - Thti is compact for all 4, $ E C(X). 
If 4 does not vanish on A’, take # = 4-l in the above to see that T, is 
Fredholm. 
Let rn = ind(4). For 01 E Ufixed, write 
Q(z) = (z - a>n2 r(z) h(z), 
where I’ c B-’ and 11 has continuous logarithm on .\‘. Now 7‘,. is invertible. 
so index T, ~~ 0. Any homotopy in C: :O; from h to 1 yields a path from 
T,( to / in the Fredholm operators. 50 index T., 0. Therefore, 
index 7;. inde\ I’-. tile 
Tf 171 >? 0, index T, is easily seen to be --HT. I t‘nl < 0, then -HI ~-- ind($) ., 0 
and we obtain index T, -index T, : m--~~~. Q.E.D. 
Proof. If 4 $ ha(B), there is ,f E B with f -~- (b I c 1. Then, because 9 
is unimodular, .I I ---,f$ ’ 1. Therefore 
by (5.3), and so T,T, is invertible. In particular T,,i =i 0. 
Tf (I, E ha(B), choose a nonzero p E B’ with & 1.1 0. Let T - 4~. Now 
J.fqJ 1/r -= J.fdp : 0, f or all ,f c B, and so $ 1. Hz(~). But this is equivalent 
to 7;,1 = P(4) 0. 
To prove that (z - a) H’(7) has codimension 1 in Hz(~), suppose 
(z - - :.l) H’ == Zf’. Then I,/(, ~- a)” E H” for any integer n >> 0. Thus 
J I/(: ~~- 4)” $3 f/T 7 0, f or all n 3 0, and so p annihilates the linear span 
of the functions in B and I/(= -- Y)?“, n 3 0. By Runge’s theorem, 
p E R(X) :m C(.U)’ _ (0:. This contradicts the choice of p. Thus (: -- ‘Y) H” 
has codimension at least 1. Since (: -~ 2) B has codimension I in B, 
(z ~- I) H’ has codimension exactly 1. Q.E.D. 
5.5. LEMMA. Let 7 he 11 positice ineamre on X. Zf 4 E C(X) is uiiin2odular 
nnrl sati,&~.s T,l == 0, tfm dim c K(Td) :< N, wfwre N ‘- 1 is tfw rmnlber 
of components qf bU. 
Proqf. Let f t .,I’( T,) C H”(T). Now T,f = 0 implies 
.I- f$h dr ---: 0. all h E B. 
And from T,l =-= 0 we can conclude that 
Thus,f4 & annihilates both B and its conjugate:f$ & E Re(B)l. But Re(B)L 
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is the span of the real measures in B-L and, by Lemma 5.1, Bl is just the set 
of measures in Al that are absolutely continuous with respect to harmonic 
measure on X for points in U. By Glicksberg’s Theorem 3.13 in [6], Re(B)’ 
has dimsension at most N. Thus dim J”(Ts) < N. Q.E.D. 
5.6. THEOREM. Let N + 1 be the number of components oj’ bU. If 
#J E ha(B), then 4 is unitnodular and ind(& < N. On the other hand, if 
q3 E C(X) is unimodular and ind(+) < 0, then $ E ha(B). 
Proof. Let 4 E ha(B). By Lemma 5.2, 4 is unimodular. By Lemma 5.4 
there exists a positive measure T on X such that (2 - a) H”(T) has codimen- 
sion 1 in W(T) for 01 E U, and such that T,l = 0. By Lemma 5.3 
ind($) = -index T, = dim M(T,-) - dim &*(I’J. 
By Lemma 5.5, dim J(rs) < N and so, because 1 E J(T,), ind(+) < N. 
Suppose + E U(X) and ind(#) < 0. If there existsfs B with I/ 4 -f!i < 1, 
then 4 andf are homotopic in @ - (01. Thus ind(f) < 0, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
If @ -- Y is connected, then U must be simply connected and the integer N 
in the preceding theorem is 0. Combining this with Lemma 5.2 yields the 
following extension of Poreda’s theorem. 
5.7. COROLLARY. Let Y C 62 be compact with C - Y connected and let 
A = P(bY) (= R(Y) IbY). Let r#~ E C(bY) haoe norm 1. Then 4 E ha(A) if 
and only if there exists a component U of int Y such that 4 lbz, is unimodular and 
ind(+ lb(;) < 0. 
6. GENERALIZED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
Let I’ be a discrete, totally ordered, nontrivial Abelian group satisfying 
the following: 
{Y E r: y > 0} = r+ is a semigroup and -I’+ n l-+ = (0); (6.1) 
y1 , yz if and only if y1 - yz E r+. > (6.2) 
Let G be the group of characters of r with the topology of pointwise 
convergence on I’. Then G is compact and we can identify r with a (multi- 
plicative) subgroup of C(G) by letting y correspond tof, defined by 
jI, : x E G --f x(y). 
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Define A(G) to be the closed algebra generated by (,f; : y E I’- j. 1 t is known 
(see, for example, 13, Chap. VII]) that A(G) is Dirichlet on G, that normalized 
Haar measure is multiplicative on A(G), and that C(G) is the only uniform 
algebra on G properly containing A(G) (that is, A(G) is maxima/). 
6. I. THEOREM. Let $ E C(G). Then (b E ba(A(Gj) if and OII/J~ if‘ I C#I , 
is constant and + is homotopic in @ -- {O] to f, for some y < 0. 
Poreda’s theorem is obtained by taking the integers for l? 
The proof requires the following lemmas. 
6.2. LEMMA. For euery unimodular 4 E C(G) there exists y E I’such that 
+ andjI, are homotopic in @ - {O}. 
It would be very surprising if this were not a known result or did not follow 
easily from some theorem of algebraic topology. However, we have been 
unable to verify this. The proof begins by viewing r as a direct sum of copies 
of the integers (r is torsion free) and so G as a product of circles. An index 
of 4 in each direction can be defined, and all but finitely many of these are 0. 
This determines a y E r and it can then be shown that fy+ = ei” for some 
u E C,(G). The details may be found in the thesis [9]. 
6.3. LEMMA. Let A be an algebra that is Dirichlet on the compact 
HausdorfSspace 2’. Let 4 E C(X) be unimodular. Then 4 E ha(A) ifand only if 
$J is not homotopic in @ - {Oj to any function in A. As a consequence, if 
+ E ha(A) and #E U(X) . h iy omotopic to 4 in @ -- {0}, then # E ha(A). 
ProoJ: Suppose 4 is not badly approximable. Then there exists .fg A 
such that I/ 4 -f 1, < 1. Clearly, 
F(x, t) z tf(x) + (1 - t) 4(x-), x E x, t E [O, 11, 
defines a homotopy in @ - {O) from 4 tof. 
Conversely, suppose 4 is homotopic to f E A. Then j$ = eh for some 
h E C(X). By Corollary 4.7, exp(i fm h) is not badly approximable, so there 
exists g E A satisfying Re gf$ > 0. Since gf E A, 4 is not badly approximable. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose 4 E U(G) and 4 is homotopic in @ - (0) 
to f, , y < 0. By Lemma 6.3, we need only show f, E ba(A(G)). Let m be 
normalized Haar measure on G. Then, because f-, E A(G) and m is multi- 
plicative on A(G), we have 
s gf-, dnl = s g dnl i,f-v dm = 0. 
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Thereforef-, dm E A(G)‘-. Since&f-, dm > 0, f, E ba(A(G)) by Theorem 2.1. 
Conversely, suppose (b is badly approximable, and suppose it has already 
been shown that + is unimodular. Then, by Lemma 6.2, 4 is homotopic in 
C - (0) to f, for some y E r. By Lemma 6.3, f, # A, and so y $ I’+. That is, 
y < 0. 
It remains to be shown that 4 E U(G). Choose a nonzero measure TV E A( 
such that 4~ > 0 and suppb) C E(4). We need only show suppb) = G. 
Suppose K = suppQ # G. Define 
B = 1 g E C(G): g I K E &GM. 
Then B consists of all continuous functions on G whose restrictions to K can 
be approximated uniformly by functions in A(G). By maximality, A(G) = B. 
In particular, every function which vanishes on K is in A(G). This implies 
that every measure in A( is supported on K. But this is not true off, dm 
for y ‘, 0. Since we suppose F is nontrivial, this is a contradiction and we 
conclude suppb) = G. Q.E.D. 
7. REMARKS 
(1) Lemma 6.3 can be extended to non-Dirichlet algebras in the 
following form: 
If q5 E: C(X) is unimodular, then 4 E ha(A) if and only if 
d@g 4$, Arg(4) 2 57-P (7.1) 
for every f E A IT C(X)-l and every continuous determination of arg #$ 
This condition is vacuously satisfied if no such determination exists for any 
f E A. When A is Dirichlet, (7.1) is never satisfied, and so q5 E ha(A) if and 
only if arg #‘is never continuous. But this is equivalent o Lemma 6.3. 
(2) An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 6.1 
yields the following: 
If A is a maximal, essential uniform algebra on X, then every element of 
ha(A) is unimodular. 
An algebra is essential if UUEA I supp(p) is dense in X. Combining this with 
Lemma 6.3, we see that Poreda’s theorem is a consequence of the uniform 
algebra properties of the disk algebra and the topological nature of the circle, 
640/22/z-6 
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and does not require any of the analytic characteristics of polynomials except 
insofar as they contribute to these properties. 
(3) It would be of interest to obtain a result analogous to Theorem 3.1, 
even if only for P(X) and C(X), when X is a compact set in complex n-space. 
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